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Abstract – Rotary machines are recognized as crucial
equipment in power stations, petrochemical plants, wire
drawing, paper and automotive industry that require precise
and efficient performance. Bearings are the prime and most
widely used mechanical parts in rotational equipment and
are primary cause of breakdowns in machines, as they
experience lot of wear and tear. Such malfunctions can lead
to costly shutdowns, lapses in production, and even human
casualties. To minimize machine downtimes, a sensitive and
robust monitoring system is needed to detect faults in their
early stages and to provide warnings of possible malfunctions
for preventive maintenance. Such a monitoring system can
reduce maintenance costs, avoid catastrophic failures and
increase machine availability, thereby increasing efficiency of
the plant and the profit.  In the present paper the design and
development of an instrument is considered for detecting the
faults associated with bearings.

Keywords – Accelerometer sensor, Bearings, FFT,
Wavelets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting mechanical faults in rolling elements and
machinery has long been recognized as an important task
for preventing catastrophic failure and effective
maintenance planning. All rotating equipment use
bearings. Typically, a rolling element bearing consists of
two rings with a set of elements running in the tracks
between the rings. The standard shapes of a rolling
element include ball, cylindrical roller, tapered roller,
needle, and barrel roller, encased in a cage that provides
equal spacing, prevents internal strikes, and keeps wear
and tear minimum. Even a normally loaded, properly
lubricated, and correctly assembled bearing fails due to
material fatigue or manufacturing defects after a certain
running time. This failure in most of the cases is slowly
developing and can be identified at an early stage,
enabling the preventive maintenance an easier task. Such a
monitoring system can reduce maintenance costs, avoid
catastrophic failures and increase machine availability,
thereby increasing efficiency of the plant and the profit.

When the machine is moving, its rotary parts give rise to
sound and vibration. Each machine has a specific vibration
signature related to the construction and the state of the
machine. If the state of the machine changes the vibration
signature will also change. A change in the vibration
signature can be used to detect incipient defects before
they become critical. This is the basis of many condition
monitoring methods. Vibration being the most regularly
measured condition parameter in modern rotating
machinery, and it is now continuously monitored in many
important applications. Bearing temperature is also quite
often a continuously monitored condition parameter, for
bearing fault detection.

With the parallel developments in electronic equipment,
transducers, computers and software nowadays machine

supervision is almost completely automated. The acquired
signal from the sensor is suitably processed and the digital
signal processing techniques are used on the digitized
signal in order to identify the various problems related to
the rotary machine.  Examples of widely used techniques
for vibration analysis are Waveform analysis, Time-
Frequency analysis, Faster Fourier Transform (FFT),
Spectral analysis, Order analysis, Time Synchronous
Average, and probability density moments. These
vibration based diagnosis techniques has been the most
popular monitoring technique because of ease of
measurement. Vibration analysis was used former mainly
to determine faults and critical operation conditions.
Nowadays the demands for condition monitoring and
vibration analysis are no more limited trying to minimize
the consequences of machine failures, but to utilize
existing resources more effectively.
The principal bearing faults and their causes are:
Wear: The most common source of bearing failure is
wear. It can occur as a result of material fatigue in a
bearing’s components. Wear can also happen because of
entering foreign particles such as dust, sand, or metal
debris due to improper sealing or contaminated lubricant.
Plastic Deformation: A bearing, subjected to excessive
load, high amplitude impact, or shock while stationary,
can be damaged by plastic deformation at the contact
surface. This type of fault is usually localized.
Corrosion: Water entering due to sealing failure and a
corrosive environment are two reasons for bearing
corrosion damage. In a corroded bearing, the rust particles,
worn off by the rolling elements, have an abrasive effect
and generate wear. This type of damage commonly occurs
as a distributed fault.
Brinelling: Brinell indentation marks appear in the
bearing raceways from different sources. Indentation can
result from plastic deformation, created by excessive
loads. Machine vibration, hammering during installation,
and accidental falls can also cause Brinell indentation. The
other cause of Brinell marks is the passage of electric
current due to motor leakage. Premature Brinelling
damage is a localized defect, but can affect all the
components.
Improper Mounting: The most frequent mounting
problem is excessive preloading due to improper
tolerances which are recognized by track formation in
raceways. Misaligned seats and excessive thrust loads can
cause localized flaking. The improper use of a hammer or
puller in mounting and dismounting a bearing can instigate
lip fracture or permanent indentation in raceways.
Design and Manufacturing Problems: Inadequate
support, a loose fit, an excessive load applied by a set
screw, improper load distribution, wavy raceways, and
unequal rolling element size, all can result in localized
wear.
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Improper lubrication: A lubrication problem can cause
small and large welding areas or deep scratches in the lip
and roller face area. Also color changes in the bearing
components are a sign of lubrication problem.

Typically, the defects mostly arise during the operation
of a bearing. Therefore, the detection of these defects at an
early stage without machine disassembly is pivotal for
condition monitoring, quality inspection, and predictive
maintenance. Various methods are used for the diagnosis
of bearing defects. The methods are broadly classified as
acoustic measurements, current and temperature
monitoring, wear debris detection, and vibration analysis.

II. VIBRATION ANALYSIS

Of all the parameters that can be measured in the
industry, not one of them contains as much information as
the vibration analysis. The vibration analysis is one of the
most important tests for understanding what is happening
in a machine. The level of vibration and the pattern of the
vibration tell us something about the internal condition of
the rotating component. The vibration pattern can tell us if
the machine is out of balance or out of alignment. Also
faults with rolling elements and coupling problems can be
detected through vibration analysis. When performing
vibration measurements there are four phases involved:
detecting if a problem exists, performing an analysis to
diagnose the severity of the problem, determining why the
problem took place and verifying that the problem is
solved once the machine is repaired.

Machine vibration is simply the back-and-forth
movement of machines or machine components. Any
component that moves back and forth or oscillates is
vibrating. Machine vibration can take various forms. A
machine component may vibrate over large or small
distance, quickly or slowly, and with or without
perceptible sound or heat. The two most important
numerical descriptors of machine vibration are:
 Amplitude
 Frequency

There are several types of transducers available for
measuring the vibration. They include: Vibration sensors,
Eddy current sensors, Accelerometers, Displacement
sensors, etc.

III. HARDWARE METHODOLOGY

An accelerometer is an electromechanical device that
will measure acceleration forces. These forces may be
static, like the constant force of gravity pulling at your
feet, or they could be dynamic - caused by moving or
vibrating the accelerometer.

Accelerometer sensors convert either linear or angular
acceleration to an output signal. It uses Newton’s second
law of motion F = ma, by measuring the force from
acceleration on an object whose mass is known. There are
many ways to measure the force exerted on the mass,
called a proof mass, but the most common method used in
accelerometer sensors is measuring the displacement of

the mass when it is suspended by springs. Accelerometry,
the measurement of acceleration with MEMS sensors is
relatively new in tribology i.e., machine vibration
measurement. The cost of MEMS accelerometer may be
just 10% more or less compared to the commercially
available cheapest conventional accelerometer together
with the signal conditioning unit. Types of accelerometers
include piezo-resistive, strain gauge, piezoelectric, and
capacitive transducers. Accelerometer sensors have many
applications.

The Freescale accelerometer sensors were selected for
use in this project for many reasons. The foremost reason
is the Freescale accelerometers allow the smallest mass
and volume of the fingertip sensor. In comparison to the
other accelerometer sensors, by having sensor electronics
on the same chip and by having the serial interface
techniques such as SPI and IIC makes the communication
between the sensor device and the external micro
controller becomes easy, and the noise induction into the
system is minimized as the digital transmission of the
signal is taking place.

In order to get acceleration output from accelerometer
sensor need to design and develop the accelerometer
interface as well as micro controller communication unit
with PC. The RENASAS Micro controller R8C/1A is used
to process the data from Accelerometer (MMA7455L tri-
axis digital accelerometer) through SPI interface. After
having received processing information from SPI
interface, data is sent to PC by RS232/USB converter. The
block diagram of the system is as shown in the Figure 1. It
consists of Accelerometer, Micro controller, Computer
interface.

Fig.1. Block Diagram of the Hardware Design

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental set up was created, to test the
developed smart sensing unit; the experimental setup
basically consists of a 1HP 3-phase induction motor,
coupled to a load through shaft. The faults are induced into
the system by replacing the bearing of the motor. The
developed unit was tested in four conditions. The first,
being the healthy condition, where both the bearings of the
motor and also the load was properly aligned to the motor
shaft. The second being the inner race problem. To induce
this problem into the experimental setup, the faulty
bearing with inner race problem was introduced into the
induction motor in place of a healthy normal bearing.
After taking the readings, when the system was running,
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the process was performed for taking the recordings with
the other problem, i.e., outer racing problem. In these three
conditions, the load was kept in proper alignment to the
motor shaft, so that alignment related problems were not
presented.

In the fourth situation, the healthy bearings were placed
in the induction motor. The load and the motor were
misaligned, so that the alignment problem comes into
existence. In all the four conditions the recordings were
taken by the data acquisition system, and the values
brought into the PC are analyzed using MATLAB.

When the bearings were healthy and the alignment was
perfect, the raw data was acquired. This raw data was
subsequently analyzed and the data was analyzed choosing
each channel data separately. With the accelerometer the
X-axis values were considered and the analyzed results
were shown in the fig.2. From the plot it is quite evident
that, when the bearings were perfect, there were no other
high or low frequency peaks; accept for the one that is
corresponding to the motor speed. The same is the case
with the other to channel accelerometer data, i.e. Y and Z-
axis.

The healthy bearings were replaced with proven inner
racing problem bearings. The inner racing problem can be
physically viewed and after careful assessment, this set of
bearings was placed in the induction motor, in place of
healthy bearings. In fig 3, the analysis of X-axis
accelerometer output with inner racing problem was
shown. From the fig 3, it was clearly evident that the
wavelet transform spectrum was not providing any
information. At the same time, the FFT spectrum and
power spectrum were showing a low frequency
component, along with the peak related to the speed of the
motor.

Now, the inner race fault bearings were replaced with
the outer racing fault. The outer racing problem was
identified by an expert, and the bearings were used. Once
the bearings were placed in the position, and proper
alignment was established, then the data was again
collected. After the data was obtained, the data was
analyzed channel wise.

The data from accelerometer in the X-axis was
considered first, and the data was analyzed. From the
wavelet transform spectrum itself, one can identify the
problem. These were many spikes at different frequencies,
both above and below the frequency spike corresponding
to the speed of the motor. The FFT spectrum also indicates
the same, but the spike was not that high. When it comes
to power spectrum of the wavelet transform, the spike
amplitude was very high and it was quite evident from this
spectrum, i.e. it was outer racing problem of the bearing.
The results were shown in the fig.4.

After analyzing the outer racing problem, the bearings
of the motor were replaced with healthy bearings. Now, to
study the alignment problem, the load was elevated by a
small height, so that the shaft alignment was mismatched.
After carful assessment of the alignment problem, the data
was recorded by using the accelerometer. The
accelerometer X-axis data was separated and was
analyzed, and the results were shown in the fig 5. From the

plots, it was clear that there was one low frequency and
one high frequency spike on either side of the spike
corresponding to the speed of the motor. The power
spectrum provides clear results, when compared to
wavelet transform spectrum or FFT spectrum.

From these results, it was quite evident that the type of
bearing fault can be easily analyzed using the power
spectrum of the wavelet transforms. The spike amplitudes
were higher and also the spikes were sharp. The spikes
presented and their amplitudes indicate the type bearing
fault.

Fig.2. Analysis of Healthy Bearing in X-axis
(a) Data (b) Wavelet spectrum

(c) FFT spectrum and (d) Power spectrum

Fig.3. Inner Racing Problem in X-axis
(a) Data (b) Wavelet spectrum

(c) FFT spectrum and (d) Power spectrum

Fig.4. Outer Racing Problem in X-axis
(a) Data (b) Wavelet spectrum

(c) FFT spectrum and (d) Power spectrum
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Fig.5. Alignment Problem in X-axis
(a) Data (b) Wavelet spectrum

(c) FFT spectrum and (d) Power spectrum

Though the results were encouraging the procedure
adapted in the present work is quite complicated and it
also analyzes the data on semi real time basis. The data
analysis is performed using MATLAB in PC. As the
results were encouraging, and as the problems can be
diagnosed at much earlier time, the catastrophic failures
can be avoided. The type of problem is also identified.

The PC based system in industry is quite complicated to
be used, as it occupies lot of space. Apart from that, the
PC requires higher power supply, and is also not portable.
The last drawback of the system developed is, it requires
longer time for processing the data, and thereby the
problem of diagnosis is quite complex, and need to be
saved using the central monitoring station.

The technique can be further improvised using DSP
controllers and can be implemented as a hand held device.
The system can acquire the data from the accelerometer
and the data can be processed on a real time basis and the
spectrum can be showed on a graphical LCD, resulting in
immediate results. This makes the system an independent
system providing the results on a real time basis.
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